Thank you to our sponsors for their support of the Taft Museum of Art!

**Bicentennial Sponsors**

The Oliver Family Foundation

Ginger and David Warner

Western & Southern Financial Group

**Legacy Sponsors**

Anonymous

FIFTH THIRD BANK

The Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile Jr. Foundation

HORAN Health, Wealth, Life

Meg and Chris Kohnen

Tina and Dudley Taft

**Gilded Sponsors**

Deborah and Paul Chellgren

ART GALLERIES

David and Debra Hausrath

John and Madeline Lawrence

Whitney and Phillip Long

**Heritage Sponsors**

Ameritas

Chris and Trey Heekin

Sarah and Timothy Fogarty

Kenneth Taft Mahler and Molly M. Mahler

Laura and Chip Pease

Martin and Maribeth Rahe

Jack and Lynn Schiff

Michelle and Dudley Taft, Jr.

Melissa Wink and Dennis Smith

**Hosts and Hostesses**

Anonymous

Betsy Ahlert

Sheree and Jay Allgood

Joseph Beech III

Tom Besanceney

Ellen W. Boswell

Chris and Beth Canarie

Diane and Bill Carney

Janel E. Carroll

Shannon and Lee Carter

Michael and Jennifer Catanzaro

Philip and Anne Lilly Cone

Kathy and Bill DeWitt

Renie Dohrmann

Jodi Geiser and Jim Miller III

Lu and Thom Gerdes

Bonnie M. Geaves

Gerry Greene

Louise A. Head

Irmgard and Horst Hennmann

Meg and Chris Hopple

Jen and Lyle Horvath

Anna and Robert Huesman

Jamie Jewell

Steve Kenat and Heidi Jark

Rick Kammerer and Tim Cagle

Tara and Tom Kilcoyne

Jutta and Patrick Lafley

Ginger and Steve Loftin

Ty and Anita Martin

Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. McGraw

Larry and Jill McGruder

Corinne and Eric Mischell

Heide and Steve Moser

Cora Ogle

Maria and Jim Papakirk

Lisa and Chip Pettengill

Anne and Gunnar Pohlman

Wym and Jan Portman

Alex and Andrew Quinn

Anne and Gordy Rich

Ellen Rieveschl

The Roehr Agency

Michele and Randy Sandler

Kathy and Dave Schmitt

Betsy K. and Marvin H. Schwartz

Phil and Lynn Schworer

Andy and Deborah Emont Scott

Dotty Shaffer

Ann Silvers

Betsy and Paul Sittenfeld

John F. Steele

Larry and Ellen Stillpass

Mary Beth and Tom Sundermann

Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Tobler (Terri and Bill)

Dan and Melanie Vollmer

Mike and Sue West

Barbara Weyand

Tenesia and Robert Wildermuth

**Donations and Tickets**

Anonymous

Maggie and Brad Albrecht

Neil K. Bortz

Jack and Joanne Brown

Debbie Campbell

Jonna and Gary Clayton

Kelly Dehan

Jerry Ewers and Brian Tiffany

Jen Faber

Karl and Donna Grafe

Judy Green and Tom McDonough

Alison and Justin Greive

Mr. and Mrs. William Griesser

H. Wilson and Associates, LLC

Maite Iraolagoitia

Richard and Mag Joseph

Kris and Carl Kalnow

Dara M. Kendall

Tim and Marsha Kerdolff

Anne I. Lawrence

Martha and Carl H. Lindner, III

Thomas Martini

Cassie and Lachlan McLean

Jen and Adam Miller

Sue Monteith

Eric and Leslie Nieder

Robert and Paula Ott

Mrs. Robert H. Preston

Molly Prues

Ruth and Ronald Schmiedeker

Anne and Jim Shanahan

BeBe and Phil Vollmer

Sue Wilkening

Information current as of June 9, 2020